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the significance of 0 my father
in the personal journey
of eliza R snow

when eliza articulated her attachment to the eternal household
where she dad
bad resided and would yet dwell she defined the
had
polestar by which she would orient herself
life
herser the rest of her iffie
jill mulvay derr

on january

21 1910 the

relief society general presidency

and board gathered for the first time in their rooms in the imposing four story bishops building directly east of the salt lake
temple formal dedication of the structure erected to house the
presiding bishopric and general officers of the relief society primary association and young mens and young ladies mutual
improvement associations would take place six days later on january 27 but the women could not wait
january 21 is the anniversary of eliza R snows birthday her
elizas lifetime and since
friends had celebrated the event during alizas
her death in 1887 it had been customary for a circle of her sisters to
recognize in some way the occasion at this first social gathering
in the relief society rooms the sisters exchanged reminiscences of
aunt eliza whom some of the women had known intimately 2 she
was more widely remembered however as the celebrated sister
eliza R snow a woman who was a legend before half her effective
life was done and lived that legend for the rest of it 3 known for her
poetry her ministrations in latter day temples and her authoritative
aff
all three latter day saint womens organiali
ail
counsel as general head of ann
ail the
all
zations she was greeted by one sister in 1881 as president of ali
A
feminine portion of the human race 1 I4 the unique place granted her
by nineteenth century latter day saints is evident in the juvenile
instructors admonition to primary teachers in 1890 to cultivate in
1
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mormon children a reverence for the prophet joseph smith sister
eliza R snow and the holy priesthood 5
womans exponent in featuring news of the 1910 birththe comans
day celebration praised her work and hymns and noted simply
the one hymn 0 my father would if she had written no other
keep her memory green in the hearts of the saints 6 the sisters
assembled in their new rooms commenced the anniversary program by singing 0 my father it was a fitting invocation perhaps
even extraordinarily appropriate under the circumstances the
singing of the familiar words not only honored the remarkable
woman who penned them but also served to locate the cluster of
sisters within the divine expanse of time and space 0 my father
is primarily a hymn of orientation it speaks of place habitation
sphere wandering residing and dwelling eliza R snows first
person declaration of her relationship to god through primeval past
earthly present and eternal future becomes the personal affirmation of each one who sings the hymn thus the invocation sung
by the sisters confirmed their place not only within the bishops
building but also within the cosmos
for the past 150 years prophets and saints have prized the
simple eloquence with which 0 my father captures some of
the most profound truths of the eternal gospel eliza R snows
journey to a personal integration of those truths led to her writing
of the hymn and later to her discovery that those truths could be
drawn upon to lift up herself and her sisters written in 1845 at
the virtual midpoint of her eighty three year lifetime 0 my
alizas life her faith and reafather marks a critical confluence in elizas
son her nauvoo experience and joseph smiths most expansive
teachings fused with a new and profound spiritual witness of her
connectedness to god the poem represents the deep sense of
harmony and wholeness that became elizas
alizas wellspring
735
115
715

journey to wholeness and connection
titled my father in heaven the poem appeared in the
november 15 1845 issue of the nauvoo times and seasons under
the signature of miss eliza R snow the four stanzas are followed
by the subscript city of joseph oct 1845 7 if nauvoo was the
I1
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city of joseph for latter day saints generally it was particularly so
for eliza snow to narrate what transpired within the seven years
nin
fin
in which we built and occupied nauvoo the beautiful would fill
many volumes she wrote in the life sketch she copied for historian
hubert howe bancroft in the early issos some of the most important events of my life transpired within that brief term in which I1
was married and in which my husband joseph smith the prophet
1 8I
of god sealed his testimony with his blood
blood8
bloode
alizas close relationship to joseph smith as one of his plural
elizas
wives was the center of her nauvoo experience as nauvoo was
the pivot point of her life after josephs death eliza became a
plural wife of brigham young but her relationship to joseph
my beloved husband the choice of my heart and the crown of
my life
ilfe
life9
lifee9 remained at the core of her personal identity beginning in 1880 following the deaths of brigham young 1877 and
emma smith 1879 she chose to be known as eliza R snow
smith the name that appears on her gravestone in brigham
youngs private cemetery 10
eliza snows prayerful decision to enter into plural marriage at
the time it was being first introduced intensified the sense of displacement that characterized much of her life in nauvoo A thirty
five year old maiden lady when she arrived there in 1839
1859 she
fami
like other single women of the era either remained with her cami
lys household or resided with another family in 1838 eliza had
moved with her father and mother oliver and rosetta pettibone
snow from ohio where they had lived for more than three
decades to adam ondi ahman missouri the snow household
included alizas
elizas three younger brothers lorenzo lucius and
Leo
noras two daughters
samuel her older sister leonora and leondras
leonoras
after the saints evacuated missouri eliza began a series of moves
to quincy and then lima illinois where she lived with leonora
then on to commerce nauvoo to teach the family school of longtime family friend sidney rigdon then to rejoin her parents and
brothers through three moves in and around nauvoo until june
1842 when her family decided to settle some ninety miles north of
nauvoo she reported 1 I lived with the prophets first wife and
taught a school of 65 scholars before its close 1I went and boarded
with brother and sister holmes for a short time and previous to
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ill
ili
iii
lii 1I lived in the family of col
the exodus of the saints from 111
stephen markham 12 her upstairs room in the home of stephen
and hannah markham is where eliza snow composed 0 my father
in contrast to the displacement eliza felt as she moved from
one household to another is the position of prominence she was
achieving within the nauvoo community in march 1842 she
was elected secretary of the female relief society of nauvoo and
four months later she accompanied emma smith and amanda
barnes smith to quincy to present illinois governor thomas carlin
with an ultimately unavailing relief society petition for protection
joseph smith 13 by then elizas
of ofjoseph
alizas poetry had already made her a figure of considerable renown exactly when the prophet joseph
appointed her zions poetess is not clear but between 1839 and
1846 she seriously assumed that role speaking to and on behalf of
the saints through her poetry
eliza who previous to her baptism in april 1835 had published numerous poems in the ohio star published two hymns in
14
messenger
during
1836
and
1835
the
and advocate
then she
fell silent for three years until april 1839 when stopping at
quincy illinois with other refugee saints she published eighteen
poems in the quincy whig mostly on general topics friendship
home nature although a few of her poems address the plight of
the mormon refugees 15
publication of a mormon periodical recommenced in commerce nauvoo illinois in november 1839 with the first issue of
the biweekly times and seasons the second issue filled with the
history of the missouri persecutions carried eliza snows poem on
the hauns mill massacre the slaughter on shoal creek caldwell
county missouri the many historical and occasional poems she
began composing in nauvoo made her a lyrical commentator on
mormons in the midwest as historian john
the struggles of the cormons
hallwas observed 16 her poetry forms a compelling if incomplete
chronicle of her peoples experience whose epic significance she
hoped to convey for example her two chapters of the life of
joseph smith written mostly in blank verse describes the religious world in the nineteenth century and josephs childhood and
first vision an even more ambitious work was time and change
a 638 line poem summarized by eliza as A historical sketch
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commencing with the creation and extending to the year 1841
the time the poem was written the poem attempts to set the
work of the saints within the context of the worlds history ultimatei
matel
mately looking forward to the return of adam the ancient of days
and the millennial reign and the coming of the great messiah and
his glorious train 1117
eliza filled the nauvoo papers the times and seasons the
wasp and the nauvoo neighbor with poetry that reflected a
growing sense of community identity and intimacy there were
poems on the temple the relief society the nauvoo legion and
even a poem for orson pratts nascent nauvoo university in addition to her epics psalms and hymns including the word of wisning trials awake ye saints of god awake
Deep
dom though deepening
deepning
and celestial glory she began publishing lines addressed to or
in memory of specific individuals most were friends but some
were local or national figures there is even a poem for queen vicelizas missionary brother lorenzo anticipated pretoria to whom alizas
senting a book of mormon
and yet behind the well positioned public poetess speaking
with increasing regularity and new authority was a woman struggling to find her place in private life elizas
alizas plural marriage to
1842 unsettled her despite the personal
joseph smith on june 29
291842
spiritual witness she had received that the marriage was according
to gods will if 1I had understood plural marriage when 1I emto day it would have been no trial to me but I1
braced it as I1 do today
am thankful to god that his grace was sufficient for me she
explained forty years later 18 it is doubtful that even elizas
alizas parents
knew of her forthcoming marriage when they decided to leave
nauvoo in june 1842 but they were well aware of john C bennetts
wifery from their new home in
scandalous tales of spiritual lifery
elizas father oliver snow wrote his brother
walnut grove alizas
franklin eliza cannot leave our prophet mother did not like to
for my part 1I am very glad at present to be away turmoil and
confusion these stalk abroad at noon day 19
alizas
elizas nauvoo journal commences on her wedding day a day
of much interest to my feelings with heavily veiled references to
her marriage and sealing as all participants were under covenantal
obligations of secrecy the june 29 entry is disconnected and
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obscure but she is clear about the removal of my fathers family
indicating with precision that one week and two days have tran10
spired since the family left 20
she was to be part of joseph smiths
family now although his wife emma almost certainly had not been
informed of alizas
elizas inclusion
it seems the marriage simultaneously brought eliza a sense of
connectedness and isolation deep assurance and confusion her
poems for this period both convey her deep admiration concern
and affection for joseph smith and reveal her frustration and disorientation in trying to be part of a secret marriage
eliza prized the prophets soaring understanding of divine
truth one of her nauvoo poems referred to josephs mind as a
rich jewel 21 another prayerfully praised the man and the prophet
from whose lips have clowd
flowd
bestowed
bestowd
the words of life thy spirit has bestowd
A depth of thought no human art could reach
st speech
sublimest
roald in sublime
from time to time rolld
from the celestial fountain through his mind 22

eliza feasted upon the precious doctrines joseph introduced in
nauvoo as the saints focused their efforts on building a temple
where the lord promised to reveal sacred ordinances and things
which have been kept hid from before the foundation of the
falness of
world things that pertain to the dispensation of the fulness
times dac
d&c 12440 41 2313 she listened to josephs sermons conversed with him and carefully kept the official record of his
addresses to the female relief society of nauvoo the prophet personally instructed the sisters in their callings and the exercise of
spiritual gifts invited them to move according to the ancient
priesthood and prepared them for the forthcoming introduction
24
temple
endowment
of the
the profusion of expansive doctrines joseph taught in nauvoo shed new fight
light upon essential gospel precepts and practices
the character of god and his relationship to humanity the premortal existence the power of the priesthood the plurality of gods
celestial marriage and temple ordinances for the living and the
dead from the celestial fountain through the prophet joseph
smith came a comprehensive theology that extended to include
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and exalt all the daughters and sons of god before leaving nauvoo
eliza snow would discover and memorably proclaim her own
place within that theology years later she still marveled at the glorious precepts joseph had taught quoting him repeatedly and continuing to honor the greatness of his soul the superhuman
wisdom with which he was endowed 112125
at the request of joseph and emma eliza lodged in their nauvoo homestead from august 17 1842 until february 11 1843
teaching school part of the time during that six month period
she composed at least sixteen poems almost all of which as maureen ursenbach beecher has shown reveal her personal attachment to joseph 26 eliza openly expressed concern for josephs
safety as he sequestered himself to avoid arrest by missouri officials trying to implicate him in an assassination attempt on lilburn
boggs in invocation she wrote

0 hide him in thy secret fold
when on his path they tred
safe as elijah who of old
was by the ravens fed 27

most often her expressions of affection were interwoven with
her frustration at the confusion of the times a deep intricate puzzle a tangle of strings the raging storm of persecution she
described might have referred to the unrelenting efforts of missouri
authorities however in the wake of rumors intensified by john C
bennetts exposes nauvoo was buzzing with accusations against
joseph smith and secret plural marriages almost certainly the
human rage and strife of tongues of which eliza also wrote 28
in the trying scale of rapid change that accompanied the
introduction of celestial marriage eliza struggled to stand with
nerve and sinew firmly steeld
ste eld in the process she felt friends
steela
withdraw their love and came to know the stinging blast that
strikes at moral character 29 in a poem addressed to joseph and
emma she demanded
and 0 where will it end
say if you have permission to tell
Is there any fixed point unto which prospects tend
pell mell
does a focus belong to pellmell

tell me what will it be
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from the midst of confusion can harmony flow
or can peace from distraction come forth
from out of corruption integrity grow
or can vice unto virtue give birth
will the righteous come forth with their garments unstained
unpolluted with sin
with their hearts unpoluted
0 yes zion thy honor will still be sustained
usherd in 30
usberd
and the glory of god asherd

eliza affirmed her faith that she would ultimately find the
focus the fixed point the sacred and glorious pattern in the seeming whirlwind of new doctrines and practices being introduced by
the prophet joseph doctrines and practices which estranged her
from worldly traditions and approbation her pointed questions
convey the emotional turmoil and dislocation she and other saints
hive the new marriage principle without disclosfive
felt as they tried to live
ing it publicly like other references to plural marriage during this
period her questions in verse were ambiguous these lines and
others eliza wrote during her six months in the smith household
might be read as the expressions of a dedicated disciple a family
friend or a loving wife eliza R snow was all three
when she left the smith residence in february 1843 she
noted tersely in her journal took board and had my lodging
removed to the residence of br J holmes 113131 she apparently never
elaborated the circumstances of the move but over the years apocryphal stories circulated about an angry altercation between
emma and eliza sparked perhaps by emmas realization of the
31
evidence
close connection between her husband and her friend 32
of the affinity between joseph and eliza does not abound but
some of her poems certainly imply it A stanza from to who
needs consolation written after her marriage and almost certainly addressed to joseph reads
feel thy woes
boes

my bosom shares
thy spirits agony
how can 1I love a heart that dares
purity3333
suspect thy purity
I1

that the closeness of the association between joseph and eliza was
understood by those he trusted is suggested in a warm tribute wilford woodruff addressed to her in 1857
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many an hour has joseph spent in gloom and sorrow because of pals
fals
fais
brethren and wicked men even the hearts of the saints were so
barred by fals tradition that he could not unbosom his soul in the
house of his friends this caused him pain then thou dist comfort
him thy frendly thoughts and acts and words inspired by gods eternal truth was like a flaming
naming shaft though launch by a female hand
that hand was nerved by faith and power that it pierced the walls of
14
darkness fear and death and gave the prophet joy 34

her way through the sea of controversy in
nauvoo regarding plural marriage she was trying not only to integrate the multiple voices in herself but also to maintain some unity
in her divided family her parents in walnut grove some ninety
miles away were increasingly removed from the faith to which she
held fast she noted the distance she felt when she and lorenzo
visited there in may 1843
As eliza forged

experienced for the difficulties to
the care and anxiety which 1I have experiencd

which my parents have been subject since our expulsion from our
home in mo have been a source of much bitterness of feeling and
that bitterness has been aggravated by the reflection that they did
not in their trials draw out from the springs of consolation which
the gospel presents that support which was their privilege and
which would have enabled them to rejoice in the midst of tribulation & disappointment 35

leonora and lorenzo stood firm in the faith and eliza enjoyed
long visits with each when she could but they had families and
responsibilities of their own by the end of 1843 leonora had
entered plural marriage as a wife of isaac morley numerous missions frequently took lorenzo from nauvoo and by the end of
1845 he too had married visits to other family members and
friends schoolteaching meeting going writing and handwork
occupied alizas
elizas time but nevertheless she sometimes found a
lonely feeling will steal over me before 1I am aware and she lan1136
36
guished more than once in a sorrowful mood 2136
according to her journal being invited to do so eliza
moved in with hannah and stephen markham on april 14 1844
scanty journal entries before that date do not contain her reaction
to the april 7 1844 funeral sermon joseph preached for elder
king follett further she left no personal record of the momentous
eighteen months between april 14 1844 and october 1845
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0

my father was composed in her attic room at the
markham home but the principles of consolation joseph taught
during the spring of 1844 were not far removed from her private
reflections during this critical period for latter day saints indeed
josephs teachings seem to have combined with two devastating
personal events the death of her husband and the death of her
father to shape her writing of the hymn
eliza snows only recorded response to the martyrdom of
joseph smith is an eighty four line public eulogy dated four days
after the tragedy and published both as a broadside and an item in
the times and seasons in her lines on the assassination of general joseph smith and hyrum smith first presidents of the church
of latter day saints who were massacred by a mob in carthage
111
ill
ili
iii
lii on the 27th of june 1844 she expressed
hancock county 111.
with passion and anger the grief of the sorrowing saints she
extolled the two great men as the noblest of mankind lamenting
zion mourns an earthly head her prophet and her patriarch are
dead and she importuned
importuner

when

thou god of jacob in this trying hour
almighty
help us to trust in thy ah
nighty power
support thy saints beneath this awful stroke
make bare thine arm
ann to break oppress
oppressions
ions yoke 37

an article in andrew jensons
Jen sons 1901 biographical encyclopebensons
G R probably lula greene richards recounts
dia written by LLGR
that eliza was prostrated with grief following josephs death and
dle and rejoin him she prayed the article
die
she fervently prayed to
todle
todie
states until the prophet came to her and told her that she yet
had a great mission to accomplish in carrying forward the work
31
he had established 38
the uncorroborated anecdote conveys the
grief eliza never disclosed for public record
the number of poems she published significantly diminished
following josephs death hinting perhaps at the depth of her sorrow from april 1839 when the saints left missouri until february
1846 when they left nauvoo she wrote at least ninety four
poems nearly one quarter of her lifes poetry only seven of those
followed her public eulogy to joseph and hyrum smith three to
members of the smith family one to john taylor one to brigham
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young and one to a young immigrant sister 39 0 my father or as
she titled it my father in heaven was her last nauvoo poem 40
dated oct 1845 it was probably composed just after the death
of alizas
elizas own father
1845
oliver snow died at walnut grove illinois on october 17
171845
how quickly news of his impending death or passing reached his
daughters and son is not known eliza lorenzo and leonora may
well have made the ninety mile journey to their parents home to
help comfort their ailing and grieving mother and then returned
to nauvoo the two sisters and their brother would have then separated leonora returning to her daughters and husband lorenzo
Markhams
to his wives and eliza to her attic room at the markhams
surely the lonely feeling that would sometimes steal over
eliza in her beloved city pained her then the unfinished upstairs
room bathsheba smith recalled was so low that she could almost
reach the rafters as she lay in bed without carpet on the floor perhaps a chair or two a small trunk a stand or table perhaps a can41
141
candle41
dle stick and a tallow candle
dlestick
candie
she had been bedridden there for
five weeks during june and july 1845 and a year before that she
had mourned josephs death in the same room 42 but in the fall of
1845 it seems to have become the place where in the midst of renewed mourning she found solace wholeness and connection

form feeling and theology in 0 my father
rarely in eliza snows poetry do form feeling and theology
come together as powerfully as they do in 0 my father she was
wont to be complex even erudite clever occasionally sentimental
but seldom plain and simple her choice of form alternating lines
of four and three trochees allowed her space for reflection and
ease in expressing whole thoughts without unnatural choppiness
dwell est
0 my father thou that dwellest

in the high and glorious place
when shall 1I regain thy presence
and again behold thy face

the opening lines carry with them a profound sense of longing that is unusual in elizas
alizas poetry spirited nationalism boosting
either columbia or the kingdom of god anger and indignation
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humility and resignation respect concern and hope these are
the primary sentiments zions poetess usually expressed but in 0
my father eliza longs leading with her heart looking heavenward to lost loved ones and posing the question that her grief

wants answered
more reflective

the queries continue but the tone becomes

in thy holy habitation
did my spirit once reside
myfirst
in my
first primeval childhood
was 1I nurturd
nurtured
nur
turd near thy side

these hopeful questions are answered in the next two stanzas as the poet affirms her own faith and intuition
for a wise and glorious purpose
thou hast placd
placa me here on earth
and withheld the recollection

of my former friends and birth

yet oft times a secret something
whispered youre a stranger here
and I1 felt that I1 had wandered
from a more exalted sphere

the poets

questions and affirmations blend to form an eloquent
statement of joseph smiths recent teaching regarding premortal
existence 43 yet it is the poet the 1 I who hears the whispering
and intuitively feels her glorious past her poem moves forward
weaving together the other means of knowing available to her
personal revelation through the holy spirit the key of the knowledge of god administered through the priesthood dag
d&c 8419
dac
and finally reason
had learnd to call thee father
through thy spirit from on high
but until the key of knowledge
was re stord I1 knew not why
in the heavns
hearns are parents single
no the thought makes reason stare
truth is reason truth eternal
tells me ive a mother there
1I

all the poets means of knowing come together in truth eternal
the comprehensive vision in which reason accords with revelation
and both witness the mother there
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the poems

hive
fife
closing stanza looks forward to five
life after death
ilfe
the return to the exalted sphere its wording and questions echo the
preceding lines in the first stanza the poet asked when she would
regain gods presence a question answered here in phrases also
introduced by the word when the wise and glorious purpose
is recapitulated here as all you sent me forth to do the terms
father and mother of the third stanza are repeated and the
sense of their partnership and union resounds in the poets use
five times of the plurals you and your

when 1I leave this frail existence
when I1 lay this mortal by
father mother may I1 meet you
in your royal court on high
then at length when ive completed
all you sent me forth to do
with your mutual approbation

let me come and dwell with you 44

while the movement of the poem is clearly from premortal to
mortal to postmortal existence through time linear there is roundness to it reflecting gods eternal round and providing a deep
sense of continuity and connection unity is accentuated by the harmonious coming together of opposites heaven and earth parent
and child male and female such a profound expression of wholeness suggests that a fragmented and grieving eliza had found peace
for saints who had been feasting upon the doctrines taught
alizas poem did not call up literary
by the prophet joseph smith elizas
complexities but rather evoked the plan of salvation in its entirety
the existence of intelligences the council in heaven the foreor
forror
bained mission of jesus christ and of each individual the possidained
bility of godhood and an everlasting union of man and woman
with eternal increase it elicited a sense of intimacy with god
it pointed to truths emphasized in the temple endowment which
the saints would begin to receive in the nearly completed nauvoo
temple less than a month after the poem appeared eliza snow
who received her own endowment december 16 1845 would be
15
among those who officiated there for her sisters
sisters1545
sisters45
beyond the
poems personal meaning to eliza my father in heaven was a fitting celebration of the truths saints would carry forth from the
16
city of joseph 46
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol36/iss1/7
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two months after its initial publication in the november 15
1845 issue of the times and seasons the poem was published in
liverpool in the saints millennial star in march 1849 editor
jowa
orson hyde featured it in the ganesville
Kanesville
kanesville lowa
iowa frontier guardian for the benefit of saints trekking westward though eliza herself was by then well settled in the great salt lake valley exactly
when the saints began singing the poem is unclear but in 1851 it
was included without a title in the hymns published in liver17
nems
news noted that 0 my father
pool 47
indeed in 1855
deseretnews
1855 the deseret
dwellest
thou that dwell
est was brigham youngs favorite hymn affection
for the hymn has been enduring 48
while 0 my father makes reference to a number of doctrines important to latter day saints it often has been best rememalizas declaration of
bered for its mention of mother in heaven elizas
the reality of mother in heaven is unforgettable because it is
simple and personal because it comes from a woman and because
19
there is a paucity of references to the conceptelsewhere
concept elsewhere 49
in the
writings and recorded discourses of ofjoseph
joseph smith there is no mention of mother of heaven indeed the doctrine has become more
closely associated with eliza R snows hymn than with any subsequent official statement to what extent did she help define the
doctrine both men and women have repeatedly asked that question and it must be explored but a fresh question more relevant to
alizas
elizas personal journey must also be addressed to what extent
did the doctrine help eliza define herself
how did zions poetess learn of the existence of mother in
heaven speaking at the october 1893 general conference president wilford woodruff declared
with regard to our position before we came here 1I will say that we
dwelt with the father and with the son as expressed in the hymn
0 my father that has been sung here that hymn is a revelation
though it was given unto us by a woman sister snow there are a
great many sisters who have the spirit of revelation there is no rea51
son why they should not be inspired as well as men 50

joseph

smith however emphasized the importance of
acknowledging joseph smith as the source of the doctrine A counselor in the first presidency at the time when he spoke at a stake
conference in franklin idaho he said
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our heavenly father has never yet to my knowledge revealed to this
church any great principle through a woman now sisters do not
cast me off nor deny the faith because 1I tell you that god has never
revealed any great and essential truth for the guidance of the latter
day saints through any woman oh but says one what about
eliza snows beautiful hymn 0 my father thou that dwell
dwellest
est etc
did not the lord reveal through her that great and glorious principle
that we have a mother as well as a father in heaven no god
revealed that principle to joseph smith joseph smith revealed it to
eliza snow smith his wife and eliza snow was inspired being a
poet to put it into verse 51

susa young gates who grew up in her father brigham youngs
household with aunt eliza observed in 1911 that no one thought
to ask sister snow in life to recount the incidents connected with
the hymns composition and then provided a possible glimpse
of the thought kernel which grew into such fragrant bloom in the
5152
1151
52 susa
full voiced poem of sister snow 5151
indicated that she and
others had heard zina D H young recount the prophets comforting words to zina after her mother zina baker huntington died
july
julys8 1839
will

know my mother as my mother when
other side
I1

I1

get over on the

certainly you will was the instant reply of the prophet more than
that you will meet and become acquainted with your eternal
mother the wife of your father in heaven

and have 1I then a mother in heaven exclaimed the astonished girl
you assuredly have how could a father claim his title unless there
were also a mother to share that parenthood53
parenthood53

about the same time gates assumed eliza learned the same glorious truth from the same inspired lips and at once she was moved
to express her own great joy and gratitude in the moving words of
75454 susa
could not have grown up near
the hymn 0 my father 751
aunt eliza without knowing of her love for joseph and his expansive understanding
in 1916 david mckay patriarch and father of a later prophet
shared with a relief society sister in scotland memories of a long
conversation with eliza R snow he had when he was asked to take
her by buggy from huntsville to eden utah he had decided he
151
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wanted information on some things that was not clear to my
mind did the lord reveal that doctrine of motherhood in heaven
to you he asked eliza he remembered her saying no indeed
rather the prophet had taught the relief society sisters many
1I got my inspiration
things that transpired in our spirit home
from the prophets teachings and all that 1I was required to do was
to use my poetical gift and give that eternal principal in poetry 55
A 1988 study by charles R harrell clearly shows that published mention of the concept of mother in heaven occurred in
nauvoo as early as december 1844 when the seventies hall was
dedicated and a W W phelps hymn was sung it contained the following couplet
come to me heres the mystry
bystry that man hath not seen
Queen 56
heres our father in heaven and mother the queen56

further harrell observes
with the basic preexistent family organization being delineated near
the end of 1844 the idea of humankind originating as spirit children
of heavenly parents became a subject of great interest throughout
1845 eliza R snows 0 my father written in october 1845 is signific ant only in that it so eloquently captures the essence of this
nificant
already developed thought 57

woodruffe declaration that eliza snows hymn is a
wilford woodruffs
revelation is not inconsistent with the idea that she discussed
with joseph smith and others the concept of heavenly parents
president woodruffe
woodruffs statement like the poem itself suggests
that eliza received her own personal confirmation of the doctrine by revelation the poem is powerfully personal written in
the first person to reflect the poets own spiritual search and witness by itself an intellectual grasp of the doctrines could not have
transformed alizas
elizas sense of displacement loneliness and grief
into the testimony of divine design association and joy that peralizas epiphany like
vades 0 my father the hymn represents elizas
magnificats
ats of hannah and mary it fuses knowledge of god
the magnific
and intense personal rejoicing
in a sense the writing of 0 my father initiated eliza R
snows leadership of nineteenth century latter day saint women
As she and other saints prepared to evacuate nauvoo in the fall of
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1845 she was forced to come to terms with her own identity as
never before her relationships with the men in her life of primary

importance to most nineteenth century women had unalterably
changed the daughter of oliver snow had become the secret
plural wife of joseph smith but with husband and father dead
who was she she had been attached to several different nauvoo
households and was about to be displaced again during the saints
removal from the city whatever importance she assigned to being
zions poetess that role could not fully identify her how was she
to locate herself amidst displacement and change when eliza
soulfully
souinilly articulated her personal connectedness to father and
soul
mother in heaven her attachment to the eternal household where
she had resided and would yet dwell she defined the polestar by
which she would orient herself for the rest of her life
the poems original title my father in heaven suggests the
poets conceptual move from my fathers family to my father in
heavens family but dwelling in the royal court on high are both
father and mother a fact eliza emphasizes in the final stanza by
repeating the plurals you and your a contrast to the singular
thou and thy in the first stanza
recognizing a mother there allowed eliza to understand
joseph smiths famous king follett discourse as an affirmation that
women as well as men could achieve exaltation godhood god
himself the father of us all once dwelled on an earth the same as
jesus christ himself did in the flesh the prophet joseph explained
on april 7 1844 admonishing saints to learn how to be gods
yourselves
by going from a small degree to another from grace
to grace from exaltation to exaltation until you are able to sit in
583
58
glory as doth those who sit enthroned in everlasting power 581
the
concept made it possible for eliza to identify with a holy woman
thus exalted a female far beyond herself her own mother or the
classical heroines whose names had served as elizas
alizas pseudonyms
when she was a young poet certainly it allowed her to project her
own marriage to joseph into eternity where husband and wife as
revelation to joseph promised might ultimately be gods whose
glory shall be a fulness
falness and a continuation of the seeds forever
and ever dac
d&c 1321920
511
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comans eternal worth and destiny
affirmation of womans
it would be nearly a decade before eliza R snow would publicly revisit the importance to her of a mother there the connectedness to deity eliza expressed so eloquently in 0 my father
and the glorious doctrines by which she had begun to define herself in nauvoo would enable her to inspire her sisters in utah with
a sense of womans
comans eternal worth equality in the sight of god and
divine destiny but her remarkable leadership from 1867 to 1887
followed years of navigating her way through a sea of contrary definitions regarding her position as a woman during the 1850s as
alizas
she pondered her place within the community of saints elizas
witness of a mother in heaven of potential exaltation and of the
importance of personal revelation oriented and steadied her and
beyond that enlightened and energized her for the leading role
she assumed in 1867
during the 1850s heightened interest in the question of
womans position or calling or role sparked discussion in both the
comans
alizas thoughtful
church and the broader american culture elizas
searching of the question is evident in her poems the only personal documents available for this complicated period of her life
womans status reveal that
her 1850s poems dealing at length with comans
she like most latter day saint women and men brought to the salt
lake valley traditional ideas about mens and womens roles within
marriage applying them even to plural marriage
As brigham young and other church leaders coped with the
complaints and uncertainties surrounding plural marriage they
emphasized the importance of keeping traditional marital roles
and duties intact the father was to be the master of his own
household president young declared wives and children were to
say amen to what he says and be subject to his dictates instead of
their dictating the man instead of their trying to govern him
though he advised husbands and fathers not to rule with an iron
ror
bor womans
for
hand 115959 praise forwomans
resounded
comans submissiveness re
resounder from many
sounded
of the nations pulpits indeed for most white americans of the
period it was axiomatic that the married woman was to direct
her household affairs raise up children be subject unto her hus10
band and use all due benevolence toward him 60
11

c
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rising to oppose this traditional view were the womans
comans
rights activists who had first gathered in 1848 at seneca falls new
york their mounting campaign for educational opportunities
political and economic power and legal recognition for women
inflamed national debate regarding comans
womans rights and comans
womans
sphere many early suffragists objected to interpretations of scripture that taught women that god created them inferior and designed them to occupy an inferior and subordinate position and to
rebel against mans rule was to rebel against god 61
at the close of 1851 presumably in response to newspaper
accounts eliza criticized the womans
comans rights convention held earlier that year echoing the teachings of brigham young and other
church leaders she affirmed scriptural tradition attesting that
eve had indeed led in the transgression and was placa
placd by elo
heims unchangeable decree in a subservient and dependent
sphere then she invited the female conventionists to come to
utah where they might find noble men whom woman may be
vacknowledge
acknowledge
proud Vac
knowledge for her own superior 6261 eliza would always
womans rights which
be uncomfortable with the movement for comans
she believed encouraged women to work in opposition to rather
than in harmony with men 63 on the other hand after 1852 she
began to reshape her own rhetoric to elevate women by emphasizing their eternal worth and destiny rather than speak of the
superiority of men
her willingness to abandon whatever notions she may have
womans inferiority and her increasing commitment to
had of comans
womans eternal equality may have been spurred by the
speak for comans
denigrating treatment mormon women received in the popular
press following the churchs
churche public acknowledgment of plural
marriage in august 1852 branded female dupes of the priesthood the presumedly degraded and downtrodden women
were not considered acceptably subject to their husbands but
instead were believed to be subjugated for the rest of the century the world would view latter day saint men and women
through the lens of caricature tyrants and slaves oppressors and
oppressed deceivers and deceived the portrayal was unfair and insul ting but it had an impact the saints would battle unsuccesssulting
fully against the series of antipolygamy laws it spawned and the
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164

women especially would fight against the stigma of victimization
it imposed
eliza refused to be seen as victim or to deem herself downtrodden her earliest efforts to defend the standing of latter day
saint women appear in several addresses she composed for the
polysophical
sophical society a sort of lyceum or study group sponsored by
Poly
11
her brother lorenzo in salt lake city between 1854 and 1856 64
women might have broached the subject of their status privately in their family and friendship networks and at the sewing
meetings of ward relief societies which functioned briefly from
1854 to 1857 65 how often it was discussed publicly among women
polysophical
or in mixed groups of men and women like the Poly
sophical society has yet to be determined however diaries and tabernacle
sermons make it clear that womans
comans status was an issue among
latter day saints during the 1850s women are made to be led
opened heber C kimball 66 understandcoun selled and directed opined
counselled
counseller
ably some women found such rhetoric harsh and hurtful although
over time brigham youngs rhetoric and actions became more
inclusive martha spence heywood solemnly recorded in her diary
what she understood him to say in 1856 god never in any age of
the world endowed woman with knowledge above the man and
when a woman has in any instance a message from god to man tis
because of the priesthood 36767
church leaders in their efforts to order and regulate the
rapidly expanding community in utah repeatedly emphasized
the necessity of obedience to the hierarchical order of priesthood
government even so the possibility that through the newly
reestablished relief societies women might claim for themselves
organizational authority outside priesthood channels apparently
concerned church leaders in 1855 in the midst of the complex
discussion of mens and womens roles they revised elizas
alizas original
record of joseph smiths sermons to the female relief society of
nauvoo before the minutes were approved by the first presidency
and quorum of the twelve for inclusion in the official history of
the church all passages referring to authority and keys in connection with women were reworded to clarify the obligation of the
sisters to work under the presiding authority of priesthood leaders the changes repudiated the authority emma smith had
claimed in using her calling as relief society president to promote
1

167
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18
eliza seems to have struggled priopposition to plural marriage 68
vately with the revision of her record an event that may have
underscored her sentiment that woman might feel at times
neglected now misjudged
misjudgd and unappreciated too a rare admispolysophical
sophical poem entitled woman 69
sion all but hidden in her Poly
in woman eliza acknowledged the noble aim of the advocates of womans
comans rights though she rejected their efforts as ultimately ineffectual since they lacked the saving and transforming
power of the priesthood 70 she was certain that only through the
keys and ordinances of the holy priesthood could earth be
fulness of
renewed and each individual woman and man receive a falness
life eternal life thus she remained committed to working
according to priesthood power patterns and order in order to
arise in the scale of being that we may mingle in the associations
of high and holy ones who dwell in the mansions of light we are
to become as little children and in all things be instructed by the
holy priesthood she affirmed in good society a prose address
to the Poly
polysophical
sophical society71
society71
the poetry and prose eliza wrote and read before the men
polysophical
sophical society reflect her careful search
and women of the Poly
for ways to wholly honor the authority and power of the holy
priesthood without attributing to men superiority and diminishing
polysophical
sophical addresses echo
herself for example nearly all of the Poly
and amplify the concepts and feelings she presented in 0 my
father particularly the sense of divine worth derived from a
knowledge of her place in time and eternity they emphasize more
explicitly the importance of obedience and the possibility of
becoming as the gods and like elizas
alizas earlier epiphanic poem
they affirm personal revelation and carry a profound sense of connectedness to a heavenly home and heavenly parents
indeed as she wrote these poems she was probably preparing 0 my father for publication in her first volume of poetry
poems religious historical and political published through the
latter day saints printing office in liverpool in 1856 featured her
nauvoo poem on page one the poem bore neither its original
title my father in heaven nor its popular hymn title 0 my
father rather its new title reflected elizas
alizas growing eagerness to
bear personal witness of the place of woman within the eternal
scheme invocation or the eternal father and mother
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alizas
elizas post nauvoo works contain few direct references to
mother in heaven she more often spoke in general terms of the
holy ones or specified mother eve a term that captured the essence of what eliza understood that the divine mother had once
experienced mortality like mortal eve and in the language of
joseph smith had gone from a small degree to another from
grace to grace from exaltation to exaltation 72 for latter day
saints the name eve signifies not only the first woman to live on
this earth but also the prototype of every woman throughout time
and eternity who progresses in righteousness through mortal life
to completeness perfection motherhood and eternal godhood
the critical personal importance of these concepts to eliza is
evident in one of her most carefully crafted poems the ultimatum of human life which was delivered as an address to the poly
sophical society in march 1855 the poem recounts how the
pondering poet seeking divine instruction received a vision a seraph who identified himself as the priesthood he who holds the
key tunlock
dunlock
Tun lock the portals of eternity the poet asks the angel a
twofold question what is the cause of suffering among mortals
and what is the result of human life its final point or end its ultimatum the angel counsels the poet against prying into the
highl
secrets of the worlds on hight
high the decrees organizations laws
formd
fored by the gods but declares that the more immediate cause
2713
1113
7
Is disobedience 2173
of all the woe and degradation
this lifes an ordeal a test the seraph advises
earth is your fathers workshop what is done
attained
attaind and what achievements won
all thats attaind
Is for the parents all things are their own
the children now hold nothing but by loan 74

it is not earthly station the seraph confirms time and again but a
willingness to obey the will of the father that assures saints a fullness in his legacy and will ultimately renovate the earth if disobedience brought disorder and degeneracy into the world obedience
will bring order and regeneration through the seraph the poet
emphasizes the common destinies of women and men tis important that each one prepare to be with christ a joint an equal
heir the angel advises and then emphasizes that every faithful
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acknowledgd heir
saint is an acknowledged
when god a patrimony shall
bestow upon his sons and daughters here below
adam and eve are prototypes of such faithfulness because of
their obedience in mortality and their eventual exaltation and eternal life dac
15858 39 the ultimate goal of life for all men and
13858
d&c 13838
women and it can be accomplished only jointly is to be exalted
and to reign over both their earthly posterity and their eternal
increase as will our first earthly parents

to stand as adam and as eve

the head
fored earth
of an inheritance a new formd
and to their spirit race give mortal birth
give them experience in a world like this
then lead them forth to everlasting bliss

significantly the poet writes ten lines to describe father
adam and all men like him and ten lines to describe mother eve
and all her righteous daughters the parallel descriptions extol
each person who magnifies callings and through obedience progresses to exaltation and godhood
earth has been
adam your god like you on
onearth
subject to sorrow in a world of sin
through long gradation he arose to be
godheads
heads might and majesty
clotha with the God
clothd
and what to him in his probative sphere
whether a bishop deacon priest or seer
Wh
whatever
whateer
ateer his offices and callings were
he magnified them with assiduous care
by his obedience he obtaind
obtains the place
of god and father of this human race

obedience will the same bright garland weave
As it has done for your great mother eve
for all her daughters on the earth who will
all my requirements sacredly fulfill
and what to eve though in her mortal life
shed been the first the tenth or fiftieth wife
what did she care when in her lowest state
whether by fools consi
considerd
considers
derd small or great
twas all the same with her she provd
proad her worth
ashes
shes now the goddess and the queen of earth 75

the

exalted mother eve according to elizas
alizas understanding is a
celestialized being who through her faithfulness has obtained the
76
power of reigning and the right to reign 1171
with the divine
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father adam she reigns over their posterity in the patriarchal
order of the priesthood that priesthood whose blessings are
given only to husbands and wives together 77
in the ultimatum of life eliza snow bore witness of males
and females becoming gods but more explicitly than she had in
1845 with 0 my father she affirmed herself a god in embryo
that was enough she could by comparison with what lay ahead
feel her own littleness and agree to be the humblest saint on
earth trying with diligence to grace her appointed place seeking the interest of her parents till they send or come and as a
1178
78
faithful daughter take me home 1378
at least one other poem undated but probably written in the
1850s confirms the comfort eliza gleaned from her knowledge of
the existence of heavenly mother this personal poem addressed to
an unnamed sister touches as do many of snows 1850s poems for
individual women on questions of status and position to me it
matters little now to where I1 rise to what I1 bow the poet tells
her friend glimpsing at data far behind what now is tangible to
mind she confirms our existence ere the gods had formed this
nether sphere and then comes her soul enlivening witness
I1

adam our father eve our mother
and jesus christ our elder brother

are to my understanding shown

my heart responds they are my own
perfection lifts them far from me
but what they are we yet may be 79

earlier in the poem eliza speaks of the divine source of her
understanding and its inexpressible comfort
we find a radius in the soul
temal pole
illumined by thetemal
th
theternal
the eternal
and thro the hearts deep sympathy
we taste of immortality

revelation to her eliza confirms here and again and again elseyes to
where is dependent on her own obedience her constant
constantyes
tyes
constan
gods requirements she writes
and when im all in all resigned
in very heart as well as mind
im filled with light ive eyes to see
his kind parental love for me
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she wrote of personal revelation through the holy spirit as a
powr
ful telescope whereby we look beyond the
powrful
sixth sense a powerful
stretch of mortal eye gaining a view of origin and destination
too 81 it was not sublime doctrine alone that energized eliza snow
but her own knowing by reason and revelation that gave her such
anchoring surety such cause for rejoicing she attempted to dePoly sophical institute address
scribe the feeling in another polysophical
like rich clusters of grapes on a desolate plain
or cool streams on the desert is what we obtain
unwinds
unbinds
from the presence of god when his spirit unbinds
and with holy inspirings gives scope to our minds
enlargd
enlar
gd
and our minds must expand and our hearts be enlarged
or with line upon line they will be overcharge
overchargd
small vessels when field
filld can but little contain
all that each can receive we are sure to obtain
but the eye hath not seen and the ear hath not heard
nor hath enferd
enterd the heart what the lord has prepard
in the heavens for the saints who their faithfulness prove
and in keeping his statutes exhibit their love
yet sweet foretaster
foretastes flow down like refreshings
refresh ings of dew
on our pilgrimage here to encourage us through 82
112

for eliza obedience and personal revelation were inseparable
she understood that if her eye were single to the glory of god
fuli of light dac
fall
her whole body would be full
d&c 8867 her connection to deity was affirmed in both the obedience she gave to
gods holy principles and priesthood and in the divine gifts of the
spirit she received
the sense of connectedness and wholeness eliza achieved
before leaving nauvoo was enlarged in utah in the 1850s as she
resolved for herself questions about womans
comans position rather than
polarizing obedience and personal revelation submissiveness and
power she searched for the connections between them jesus
won
christ was her model he who through strict obedience
3183
1113
83
the prize with glory rife 3113
she believed that his life evidenced the
course taken by the eternal father and mother the course eliza
was seeking to follow with faith that she might become with
christ a joint and equal heir aligning herself with neither side of
the contemporary debate on womans
comans role she spoke of womans
comans
obedience and submissiveness in conjunction with womans
comans access
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to personal revelation and her potential for worthily entering
the presence of the heavenly parents and becoming like the eternal mother
indeed the submissiveness and power eliza harmonized conceptually were fused in the life she lived her intense obedience
and loyalty to the church and its leaders gained her a position of
trust and authority in teaching directing and ministering to the
women of the church that is without parallel in mormon history
Polysophical sociduring the 1850s her powerful addresses to the polysophical
ety reached only a small circle of women and men an audience
expanded by publication of some of the addresses in the deseret
news and millennial star but the greatest impact of her ideas and
example would be felt from 1867 to 1887 when through the reorganization of the relief society and her appointment as general
president she was able to speak personally in hundreds of congregations to thousands of latter day saint women
in multiplying circles of sisters many of them gathering in
relief societies for the first time she was able to encourage bear
witness and inspire As she traveled throughout the territory conscientious
scientious secretaries tried to capture in their local minutes the
power of her words to the women while sit
t ing here 1I have
sitt1ing
been looking upon the faces of my sisters and can see the form of
deity there and I1 have been reflecting of the great work we have
to perform even in helping in the salvation of the living and the
dead she told sisters of the lehi utah relief society in october
1869 we want to be ladys in very deed not according
acording to the term
of the word as the world judges but fit companions of the gods
1181
84
A month earlier she had been in provo asking
and holy ones 2184
who are these my sisters they are the daughters of the most high
god and we are here in this dispensation to cooperate with god and
our brethren in saving the human family we read that one hundred
& forty four thousand saviours
Savi ours are to stand upon mount zion has
women anything to do in this great work of salvation or are the sisters merely machines to be saved by the brethren in these last days
woman has her part to perform which is a significant part we are
apt to think little of the responsibilities that rest upon us woman is
designed to be a help meet for man and the work of the last days
cannot be accomplished without our assistance
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she counseled in your lives seek to refine and elevate that you
may be prepared to come into the presence of holy beings and
associate with gods we do not know our own abilities until they
are brought into exercise 85
brigham youngs 1867 reorganization of the relief society
inaugurated a new era for latter day saint women as they began to
exercise their abilities through callings as officers in newly organized ward relief societies young womens mutual improvement
associations 1869 and primary associations 1878 the increasing responsibilities were new to many women who had never
assumed duties beyond their own households to eager sisters to
reluctant sisters to sisters overwhelmed eliza snow provided
steward ships including
instruction regarding rapidly increasing stewardships
care of the poor retrenchment and home industry grain storage
silk culture medical training visiting teaching and the teaching of
children and youth more importantly she recognized that their
intensifying temporal labors required the spiritual context that
would give the work deeper individual and collective meaning
god bless you my sisters and encourage you that you may
be filled with light and realize that you have no interests but in the
welfare of
zion she assured ogden women in august 1873
ofzion
let your first business be to perform your duties at home but inasmuch as you are wise stewards you will find time for social duties
because these are incumbent upon us as daughters and mothers in
zion by seeking to perform every duty you will find that your capacity will increase and you will be astonished at what you can accomplish you have been astonished at what duties you have done the
lord help us the lord is with his saints and helps them to do his
will and he watches over them by night and by day inasmuch as we
continue faithful we shall be those that will be crowned in the presence of god and the lamb you my sisters if you are faithful will
become queen of queens and priestesses unto the most high god
these are your callings we have only to discharge our duties by and
by our labors will be past and our names will be crowned with everlasting honor and be had in everlasting remembrance among the
saints of the most high god 86

temporal responsibilities were a small part of a much larger
eternal picture it is the privilege of each young lady here before me
to become a queen in heaven this is the design of our heavenly
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father she explained in 1874 to young women in the salt lake
city fourteenth ward such doctrines would by the end of the
nineteenth century be woven into the lessons for young women
but the unceasing ward and stake visits of eliza snow and her sisters predated formal lessons for women youth and children filling the need for doctrinal teaching powerfully fortified by personal
witness women and men remarked upon the incredible stamina
of aging eliza snow and they were often deeply moved by the un1
I attended the R S conference
forgettable spirit of her preaching 1
which I1 enjoyed myself exceedingly recorded mary ann freeze
in her diary march 9 1883 felt like shouting hallelujah while
listening to sister eliza R snow H M whitney 1I never heard the
87
sisters speak with such power as they did that afternoon 1187
many of her sermons instructions articles and poetry were
comans exponent the semimonthly semiofficial
featured in the womans
newspaper she encouraged her sisters to edit and publish through
every medium at her disposal eliza R snow tried to help mormon
women grasp how the solemnities of eternity dac
d&c 4334 pertained to them the latter day saint women of utah occupy a
more important position than is occupied by any other women on
womans exponent
the earth she assured her sisters through the comans

I

associated as they are with apostles and prophets inspired by the
living god with them sharing in the gifts and powers of the holy
priesthood by which through the merits of our great redeemer we
have access to and hold communion with the father of our spirits
participating in those sacred ordinances without which we could
never be prepared to dwell in the presence of the holy ones who
can fully appreciate our blessings and who is capable of realizing the
weight of the responsibilities resting upon us88

looking ever to the exceeding and eternal weight of glory
promised faithful saints 2 cor 417 eliza R snow was able to lift
the vision and spirits of her sisters her writing of 0 my father in
1845 marked her own profound recognition of her connectedness throughout time to the holy ones the eternal father and
mother her personal witness of these truths deepened during the
last half of her life enabling her to resolve natural personal quandaries about her status and position and to weather the storm of
criticism she and her sisters incurred for their involvement in
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plural marriage and support of priesthood leaders her understanding energized her extraordinary contribution as a leader and
turance of mormon women
nurturance
inspired her spiritual nur
catherine albanese a non mormon scholar of american religion commented on the theology of 0 my father in terms unmormons but
familiar and somewhat inharmonious to most cormons
striking nonetheless
from the mystical world view latter day saints have taken a host of
powerful symbols typified in their affirmation of the father mother
god these symbols do for them what they do for every group or
individual in the history of religions who has genuinely encountered
and entered them they transform and energize they provide a rationale and a power that reaches from beyond and transports people
beyond their ordinary human capacities 89

transformed energized and transported beyond ordinary
capacity eliza R snow became a leader of mythic proportion
traveling extensively from ward to ward during the last twenty
years of her life she organized relief societies for women
retrenchment or mutual improvement associations for young
women and primary associations for children and directed most
of the work of all three organizations until her death in 1887 she
compiled recitations catechisms
catechi sms and hymns for primary children
super intended
she promoted womens home manufacturing and superintended
superintender
their commission store championed medical training for women
and chaired the governing board of the sisters deseret hospital
she presided over womens temple ordinance work laboring both
in the endowment house and st george temple and she
preached endlessly 90
her contemporaries recognized and praised her unique ministry our sister is entitled in a certain sense to be designated
the mother of this people remarked john W taylor at her funeral
in 1887 certainly she was the female voice heard more widely
clearly and consistently than any other she the witness of divine
relationship and connection she the herald who memorably
womans capacity to
affirmed the reality of mother in heaven and comans
become like her sister eliza nurtured with strength nourished
with truth and touched with the spirit
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her life unfolded in unpredictable ways yet almost precisely
as promised in the patriarchal blessing given her in nauvoo in 1843
exceld
exceed
thy influence shall be great thy examples shall not be exceld
enlarged
enlar gd and a mind capable of expansion
thou hast a heart to be enlargd
and for thy comfort remember in thy retired walks that yonder sun
is typical of a crown of glory that shall be seald
beald upon thy head the
stars that twinkle in yonder sky shall show to thy mind the workmanship of thy creator and by those glories thou shalt read the destinies of man and be capable with thy pen to communicate to thy
fellow man the blessings & glories of futurity and thy blessing shall
roll and continue to thee until time is lost in eternity and thy name
shall be handed down to posterity from generation to generation
and many songs shall be heard that were dictated by thy pen and
from the principles of thy mind even until the choirs from on high
and the earth below shall join in one universal song of praise to
god and the lamb 91

the sisters who met on january
R snow and sing

21 1910 to remember eliza

0 my father

celebrated their cherished sister
and their sisterhood she taught us lifes great lessons wrote
emmeline B wells in a poem for the occasion precious truths
rarest sweetest songs of zion
that are sung with sacred feeling
given her through inspiration
holy principles revealing

poet priestess prophet
calling her queen regnant mother
too emmeline continued and affirmed zions daughters down
2392
1192
92
the ages will her messages be telling 2192
for most latter day saints eliza R snow will be remembered
primarily as the author of the doctrinal hymn and anthem of affec1193
93
tion 0 my father 2193
that is entirely appropriate when her sisters and brothers remember her they rediscover their own holy
place within the cosmos and their eternal connection to their
heavenly parents her journey is in part their own
jill mulvay derr is research historian at the joseph fielding smith institute for
church history the author wishes to thank doris dant for her help in shaping and
editing the manuscript john welch for his suggestions kristen S rogers and smith
institute colleagues ronald esplin maureen beecher carol madsen and marilyn
parks for reading and commenting on this article and anissa olson wendy parker
and jennifer hurlbut for their help
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latter day saint womens contribution to the buildings construction is discussed in jill mulvay derr janath russell cannon and maureen ursenbach
covenant
Cove
beecher women of coue
nank tue
nand
the story of the relief society salt lake city
174 78
deseret book 1992 17478
comans exponent 38 february 1910 52
eliza R snow womans
waureen
maureen
3maureen ursenbach beecher the eliza enigma dialogue A journal of
mormon thought 11 spring 1978 311
the greeting was addressed to eliza R snow and her friend and counselor
comans exponent 9
zina D H young M elizabeth little A welcome womans

april

1

165
1881
1881165

review of primary associations and instructions juvenile instructor
25 november 15 1890 685
eilza
ellza
womans exponent 38 february 1910 52
6efiza
hefiza
eliza R snow comans
amy
7my father in heaven times and seasons 6 november 15 1845 1039
eliza
eilza
ellza
liza R snow sketch of my life in tue
ilza
the personal writings of eliza
roxcy snow ed maureen ursenbach beecher salt lake city university of utah
5

press 1995 16 the original forty page holograph is located in the bancroft
library in berkeley california beecher explains that most of the sketch was written in 1870 for edward tullidge 2 4
comans exponent 15 august 1
liza R snow past and present womans
ilza
1886

37

he change of name
luhe

may well have been prompted by

the last testi-

mony of sister emma smith published in the RLDS saints herald 26 october 1 1879 28990
289 90 some six months following her death april 30 1879 after
reading the printed testimony including emmas statement that joseph smith
had no other wife but me nor did he to my knowledge ever have eliza R snow
responded through the columns of the deseret news
1I once dearly loved sister emma
and now for me to believe that
she a once honored woman should have sunk so low even in her
own estimation as to deny what she knew to be true seemes sic a
palpable absurdity if what purports to be her last testimony was
really her testimony she died with a libel on her lips a libel against
her husband against his wives against the truth and a libel
against god and in publishing that libel her son has fastened a
stigma on the character of his mother that can never be erased
comans exponent 8 november 1
letter on plural marriage womans
18791
1879 84 85 signed eliza R snow A wife of joseph smith the
prophet italics in original

comans exponent and
by july 1880 elizas
alizas name consistently appeared in the womans
elsewhere with smith attached
Eli
zas younger sister percy amanda mcconoughey remained in ohio
alizas
elizas
with her husband eli her youngest sister melissa died in 1835 maureen ursenbach beecher leonora eliza and lorenzo an affectionate portrait of the snow
65 66
family ensign 10 june 19806566
1980 6566
snow sketch of my life in personal writings ofelita
of eliza roxcy snow 18
ofeliza

198065
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description of the organization of the relief society by the prophet
joseph smith and its subsequent workings in nauvoo is found in derr cannon
and beecher women of covenant the story of relief society salt lake city
deseret book 1992 23 62 the petition to the governor has been published in
carol cornwall madsen in their own words women and the story of nauvoo
salt lake city deseret book 1994 13133
131
151 33 the visit to the governor is
15133
described in the same work 38 and in snow sketch of my life soon after
our return we learned that at the time of our visit and while making protestations of friendship the wily governor was secretly conniving with the basest of
men to destroy our leaders 17 52 joseph smith was arrested august 8 1842
on a warrant issued by governor carlin founded on a requisition from governor
reynolds of missouri naming joseph as an accessory to orrin porter Rock
rockwells
wells
rockwelll
alleged attack on former missouri governor lllburn
lilburn W boggs joseph smith jr
history of the church ofjesus
ad
of jesus christ of latter day saints
saints ed B H roberts 2d
ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971 586
the twenty three poems eliza snow published in the ravenna western
courier and ohio star were over the signature of various noms
boms de plume including narcissa tullia cornelia and pocohontas the two hymns were the first published works bearing her own signature
15
15several
several of snows poems laud american democracy and freedom and
cormons in missouri columbia my counprotest by contrast the treatment of mormons
try celebrates the virtue of columbia the united states over other foreign lands
concluding ironically
but 0 11 find no country yet
like my columbia dear
and oftentimes almost forget
I1 live an exile here quincy whig november 14 1840
16john
john E hallwas the midwestern poetry ofelita
eliza
eilza snow western illinois
of
ofeliza
regional studies 5 fall 1982 139
17the
the poem was printed in 1841 by ebeneezer robinson as an eighteen
page pamphlet it is the production of a well cultivated chaste and pious mind
the times and seasons noted let the young commit it to memory and thus
transmit it as a useful and pleasing lesson to future time times and seasons 2
april 15 1841 383 copies of the pamphlet are extremely rare eliza published
the poem in her poems religious historical and political liverpool latter day
saints printing office 1856 1237 61
eliza R snows remarks at a special conference in provo november 15
comans exponent 10
1881 RS YLMIA and primary reports provo womans
march 1 1882 151 italics in original
oliver snow to my dear brother and family franklin snow august 13
1842 photocopy of holograph in files of maureen ursenbach beecher joseph fielding smith institute for church history brigham young university provo utah
eliza R snow nauvoo journal and notebook in personal writings of
eliza roxcy snow 52 the original holograph is in the archives division historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
hereafter cited as LDS church archives
beliza
2eliza R snow your portrait wasp august 27 1842
ellza
eilza
eliza
13a
A
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eliza R snow lines on the assassination of generals joseph smith &
hyrum smith july 1 1844 broadside LDS church archives later published in
snow poems 1114245
142 45 and in times and seasons 5 july 1 1844 575
1142
23
during the nauvoo period the saints worked to assimilate many new doctrines relating to the temple that were introduced by the prophet the celestial
backmanjr
order of marriage was just one of them larry C porter and milton V backman
jr
byustudies
56
studies 32 nos 1 2 1992 41
doctrine and the temple in nauvoo BYU
4156
A record of the organization and proceedings of the female relief soci21a
ety of nauvoo march 30 1842 LDS church archives see also derr cannon
and beecher women of covenant 39 56
eilza
ellza
eliza R snow smith biography and family record of lorenzo snow
salt lake city deseret news 1884 78
16 maureen
ursenbach beecher inadvertent disclosure autobiography in
the poetry of eliza R snow dialogue A journal of mormon thought spring
94 107
1990 94107
17
eliza R snow invocation times and seasons 3 september 1 1842
910
281bese
28these phrases are taken from three different poems to president joseph
smith and his lady presidentess emma smith wasp august 20 1842 saturday evening thoughts times and seasons 4 january 2 1843 64 0 how shall
I1 compose a thought untitled and unpublished poem in nauvoo journal and
eliza roxcy snow 57
notebook september 23 1842 in personal writings of
ofeliza
ofelita
with reference to the practice of plural marriage in nauvoo eliza snow told
relief society sisters in 1872 polygamy did not hurt me but to be looked upon
as a woman of light character that did hurt me the very idea of my not being a virtuous woman payson utah ward relief society minutes september 26 1872
emming
LDS church archives sp
effing and punctuation standardized
spelling
hese phrases are taken from two of elizas
alizas poems saturday evening
2these
thoughts and an untitled poem the noblest proudest joys that this in nauvoo journal and notebook november 16 1842 in personal writings of eliza
roxcy snow 60 63 later published as true happiness in snow poems
147 48
snow
31snow to president joseph smith
misspelling of polluted is in the
original
31snow
snow
nauvoo journal and notebook february 11 1843 in personal
writings of eliza roxcy snow 64
32
evidence for a disagreement between the two women is discussed in
maureen ursenbach beecher linda king newell and valeen tippetts avery
emma and eliza and the stairs BYU studies 22 no 1 1982 87 96
33
eliza R snow to who needs consolation wasp september 10 1842
31
31journal of wilford woodruff december 16 1857 LDS church archives
journal
35 snow
nauvoo journal and notebook may 23 1843 in personal writings of eliza roxcy snow 75 the holograph reads has
49 have been a source of
much bitterness of feeling
snow nauvoo journal and notebook june 29 1842 and february 11
31snow
1843 in personal writings of eliza roxcy snow 52 65
37 snow
lines on the assassination
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snow eliza roxey in larrer
larter
latter
lauer day saint biographical encyclopedia A compilation of biographical sketches of prominent men and women
jenson 4 vols
andrewjenson
in the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints comp andrew
1901 exact photo reproduction western epics salt lake city 1971 1695
39to
to elder john taylor times and seasons 5 august 1 1844 607
jessie swan millennial star 6 june 15 1845
frances jessle
lines addressed to miss francesjessie
16 dated september 4 1844 lines written on the birth of the infant son of mrs
emma smith nauvoo neighbor december 4 1844 to mrs mary consort of
the late hyrum smith snow poems 1209 dated nauvoo 1844 to president brigham young times and seasons 6 february 15 1845 815 the venerable lucy smith times and seasons 6 may 15 1845 911 A poem entitled
A song for the latter day saints was published in times and seasons 5 october 1 1844 671 but was apparently written a year earlier since all stanzas but
the last appear in elizas
alizas journal snow nauvoo journal and notebook october
5 1843 in personal writings of eliza roxcy snow 85
4additionally
additionally in a short note with a cut paper insignia snow addressed
four lines for the president brigham young and his lady presidentess mary ann
young dated temple of the lord jan 7th
LDS
ath 1846 brigham young papers IDS
church archives
4artistic
artistic and hospitable bathsheba reflected that if eliza had had a splendidly famished room with every comfort perhaps she would not have been
inspired to compose that hymn 0 my father
bathsheba W smith an item
comans exponent
exponent30
30 june 1901 3 susa young gates mentioned
of history womans
a bible and book of mormon on the table and a braided rug mat on the floor and
described the bed as exquisitely neat with its valance of white and its cover of
snowy home woven linen susa young gates eliza R snow smith history of
the young ladies mutual improvement association of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints from november 1869 to june 1910 salt lake city
news 1911 15
deseret
deseretnews
41
maureen
41maureen ursenbach beecher
all things move in order in the city the
nauvoo diary of
zina diantha huntington jacobs BYU studies 19 no 3 1979
orzina
ofzina
311
381
L

G R

315

charies
charles R harrell the development of the doctrine of Preexistence
1844 byustudies
BYU studies 28 no 2 198875
18301844
1830
dahi
1988 75 96 donald Q cannon larrye
larryE dahl
and john W welch the restoration of major doctrines through joseph smith
the godhead mankind and the creation ensign 19 january 1989 30 3 11
eliza R snow my father in heaven times and seasons 6 november
15 1845 1039 the times and seasons misspelled recollection line 11 unlike
the version of 0 my father found in current LDS
IDS
hymn als this version and that
ins hymnals
elizas first book of collected poetry use the singular court in your royal
in alizas
court on high
45
nauvoo endowment record typescript family history library of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah emmeline B
comans exponent 9 october 15
wells pen sketch of an illustrious woman womans
1880 74
188074
bedward
4edward
edward W tullidge described the hymn as a divine drama set to song
and as it is but a choral dramatization in the simple hymn form of the celestial
themes revealed through joseph smith it will strikingly illustrate the vast system
of mormon theology which links the heavens and the earth edward W tue
eidge
tullidge
fidge
Tuf
13
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the women of mormondom new york 1877 lithographic reprint salt lake
188
np 1973
city ap
1973188
millennial star february 1846 64 frontier guardian ganesville
ville
Kanes
kanesville
iowa march 21 1849 sacred hymns and spiritual songs for the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints in europe 9th
ath ed rev and eni liverpool and
143
london F D richards 1851
1851143
deseret theological institute deseret news june 20 1855 J spencer
cornwall noted that 0 my father according to fan letters received by the
tabernacle choir ranks second as the most popular and most beloved LDS hymn
sung by the choir come come ye saints came first J spencer cornwall stories of our mormon hymns salt lake city deseret book 1971 146
491n
in a 1909 statement entitled the origin of man the first presidency
joseph F smith john R winder and anthon H lund declared the following
all men and women are in the similitude of the universal father and mother and
are literally the sons and daughters of deity james R dark
clark ed messages of the
oark
first presidency 6 vols salt lake city bookcraft 1970 4203 originally published in the improvement era 13 november 1909 78 in a 1991 address to
women gordon B hinckley referred to 0 my father and added logic and reason would certainly suggest that if we have a father in heaven we have a mother
light
fight of the instruction
in heaven that doctrine rests well with me however in hight
we have received from the lord himself I1 regard it as inappropriate for anyone in
the church to pray to our mother in heaven daughters of god ensign 21
1991
november 9 iggi
1991 100
two studies that survey church leaders comments on the concept of
mother in heaven are john heeren donald B lindsey and marylee mason the
mormon concept of mother in heaven A sociological account of its origins and
development journalfor
ror
journal
religion 23 december 1984
for the scientific study of ofreligion
alfor
Journ
396 411 and linda P wilcox the mormon concept of a mother in heaven in
sisters in spirit mormon women in historical and cultural perspective ed
maureen ursenbach beecher and lavina fielding anderson urbana university of
illinois press 1987 64 77
51 51discourse
discourse by president wilford woodruff october 8 1893 in salt
lake millennial star 56 april 9 1894 229 also in the discourses of Wilford
wiford
woodruff ed G homer durham salt lake city bookcraft 1969 61 62
51
joseph F smith discourse delivered at the oneida stake conference
franklin idaho sunday afternoon january 20th 1895 deseret evening news
february 9 1895
52 gates
eliza R snow smith 15 16
53 gates
eliza R snow smith 16
ogates
gates
5gates eliza R snow smith 16
55
david mckay to mrs james hood march 16 1916 photocopy of holoIDS
graph LDS
ins church archives it appears that eliza may have responded similarly
to inquiries from edward tullidge she helped tullidge collect mormon womens
autobiographies for women of mormondom and very probably reviewed and
certainly promoted the volume which includes a discussion of 0 my father
hidge
fidge
tullidge
and the doctrine of mother in heaven according to Tul
tui
co equal
the revelation of our mother in heaven co existent and coequal
was left among the unrevealed truths to
with the eternal father
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the present age when it would seem the woman is destined by providence to become very much the oracle of a new and peculiar civiliza
lization
tion the oracle of this last grand truth of womans
comans divinity and of
her eternal mother as the partner with the father in the creation
of worlds is none other than the mormon church it was revealed in
the glorious theology of joseph
the father is the first in name
and order but the mother is with him these twain one from the
beginning then came our hebraic poetess eliza R snow with her
hymn of invocation and woman herself brought the perfected idea
of deity into the forms of praise and worship Is not this exalting
woman to her sphere beyond all precedent tullidge women of
mormondom 193 94
11w
W W phelps come to me times and seasons 6 january 15 1845
ofpreexistence
of Pre existence 88 89
783 quoted in harrell development of the doctrine preexistence
17
harrell development of the doctrine of Pre existence 89 harrells
Harrells
barrells
brief discussion of the concept of heavenly parents makes reference to the conKabbalah
cept of god as mother and father in the esoteric teachings of the kabbalah
which intrigued christian mystics at the time of joseph smith but does not refer
to the idea of a father mother god in nineteenth century american culture harofpreexistence
preexistence
Pre existence 90 prior to 1845 the semirell development of the doctrine of
ephrath community in pennsylvania the shakers and the rappites
Rap pites or
monastic ephrata
ts all expressed belief in a god possessing both maleness and femaleharmonists
Harmonis
ness john humphrey noyes and the oneida community of perfectionists as well
as mary baker eddy and the christian scientists later taught of divine father
mother catharine L albanese mentions these groups and the european roots of
some of their beliefs in mormonism and the male female god an exploration in
active mysticism sunstone 6 march april 1981 52 58 mary baker eddys formulation of father mother god can be found in science and health with key to
mulation
the scriptures 1875 reprinted boston christian science publishing society
516 17 A recent careful analysis of the concept among the shakers is
1906 332 51617
ebe shakers and contempolinda A mercadante gender doctrine and god eue
the
rary theology nashville abingdon press 1990
51
conference minutes times and seasons 5 august 15 1844 614 see
also donald Q cannon and larry E dahl the prophetjoseph
prophet joseph smiths king follett discourse A six column comparison of original notes and amalgations
provo utah BYU printing service 1983
59
brigham young in injournal
journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D richtournai
ards 185586
1855 86 455 57 september 21 1856 hereafter cited asjd
asad
me
therine V waite the mormon prophet and
the description is from Qa
chtherine
cathenine
catherine
his harem or an authentic history of brigham young his numerous wives
and children cambridge mass riverside press 1866 217 the position of
woman and her duties in life are well defined in the new testament scriptures
mormons
Mor
mons
wrote waite in an effort to make a contrast with family life among the cormons
see ephesians 522 ironically the lack of contrast is striking barbara welter
examines the widespread emphasis on wo
womans
mans submissiveness in contemporacomans
1820 1860 in her
neous american culture in the cult of true womanhood 18201860
tue
dimity convictions eue
the american woman in the nineteenth century athens
ohio ohio university press 1976 21 411
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61letter
comans rights convention held at
letter of amelia bloomer read at the womans
akron ohio may 28 and 29 1851
1851 quoted in donna A behnke religious issues
froy NY whiston 1982 108
in nineteenth century feminism troy
62
eliza R snow the new year 1852 in snow poems 1212 first published in deseret news january 19 1852 eliza never abandoned the traditional
idea that the fall had placed woman in a subordinate position and required her to
be obedient to her husband gen 316 1 tim 211 15 although she cast it in
fail she believed
fali
fall
fan
terms of obedience to husbands with priesthood authority the pan
had altered the primeval unity and equality shared by men and women and
through womans
comans righteousness and submission to priesthood authority that
unity and equality would ultimately be restored she told bountiful ward sisters in
november 1870
61

for before the fall the lord gave conjointly to both but after the fall
man and woman had her orders given separately and it has never
been reversed and never will be till the curse is taken off my sisters
we are placed in a position so that the curse may be recalled by obedience for it will be by obedience and by fulfilling that law that we
shall be called forth to a state of glory though we may feel humiliated yet the lord has shown a way to come out of that so that we
can enjoy perfect union again for union will be restored between
man and woman relief society minutes of the bountiful utah
18681875
1875 november 7 1870 LDS church archives
ward 1868
see also jill C mulvay derr eliza R snow and the woman question BYU stud261 264 latter day saint leaders male and female became
ies 16 winter 1976 2612
increasingly silent on the matter of the curse toward the turn of the century for
the views of two contemporary mormon women about eve see jolene edmunds
rockwood the redemption of eve in beecher and anderson sisters in spirit
3336
36 jolene edmunds rockwood eves role in the creation and the fall to mortality in women and the power within to see life steadily and see it woole
whole
ed dawn hall anderson and marie cornwall salt lake city deseret book 1991
49 65 and beverly campbell eve in encyclopedia of
mormonism ed daniel
4965
ofmormonism
ludlow 5 vols new york macmillan 1992 2475 76
eilza
ellza
eliza snow commented to relief society sisters in 1880 we are not only
help meets to the priesthood the
helpmeets
help meets to our husbands as wives but we are helpmeets
women of the world are working against the men of the world and will
win never
accomplish what they aim at though they may do some good unity was always
1879 1887
paramount for her gunnison utah ward relief society minutes 18791887
august 13 1880 LDS church archives see also mulvay derr eliza R snow
and the woman question 250 64
he groups membership and activities are discussed in maureen ursenthe
polysophical
sophical society A phoenix infrequent Ency
encyclia
encyclic
bach beecher the Poly
clia the
journal of the utah academy of sciences arts and letters 58 1981 145 53
see also maureen ursenbach beecher three women and the life of the mind
utah historical quarterly 43 winter 1975 31 32
65see
see richard LLJjensen
67 dialogue 16
ensen forgotten relief societies 1844
184467
spring 1983 105 25 also derr cannon and beecher women of covenant 75 80
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kimball injd
mjd 529 july 12 1857
ined
67not
not by bread alone the journal of martha spence heywood
1850 56 ed juanita brooks salt lake city utah state historical society 1978
185056
polysophical
sophical society during the 1860s and
122 for a time martha attended the Poly
70s brigham young fostered more extensive public involvement for women
see jill mulvay derr brigham young and the awakening of mormon women in
the 1870s in lion of the lord essays on the life and service of brigham
young ed susan easton black and larry C porter salt lake city deseret book
1995 312 37
emma smiths use of her position as president of the female relief society of nauvoo to oppose plural marriage and the revision of the record of joseph
smiths instructions to the relief society are discussed in derr cannon and
beecher women of covenant 59 63 74
ellza
eilza
eliza R snow woman in snow poems 2176 first published in the
mormon december 27
1856 snows uneasiness with the reworking of her record
271856
might be read between the lines of a poem composed in march 1855 the month
she was invited to take her minutes to the historians office and informed that they
IDS
would be revised historians office journal march 29 and 30 1855 LDS
ins church
archives her unpublished poem the will eliza R snow nauvoo journal and
1842 1882 holograph IDS
LDS church archives lists the sacrifices a saint
notebook 18421882
might make and the spiritual manifestations she might have concluding
yet our labors our tithings & offerings
will to little or nothing amount
if that one just that one little item
Is withheld from the genral account
though we keep every other commandment
in the one we may be lacking still
not to sell and impart our possessions
but to lay on the altar the will
66heber
heber C

cosnow
7osnow
snow

woman
ellza
eilza
eliza R snow good society in snow poems 2133 38
71
71conference
conference minutes 614
ellza
eilza
eliza R snow the ultimatum of human life in snow poems 25 6
italics in original the poem was published in the deseret news february 20
1856 394 under the title instructions of the priesthood when it was reprinted
in poems the original title of the ultimatum of human life was used see holoIDS
graph dated march in eliza R snow journal and notebook 1842 1882 LDS
ins
church archives
74
snow the ultimatum of human life
75 snow
the ultimatum of human life
76
snow woman italics in original
77lynn
lynn A mckinlay patriarchal order of the priesthood in encyclopedia
of mormonism 31067 arthur A bailey adam in encyclopedia of mor16 17 in calling adam god
116
of the human race eliza also reflects
monism 1ilg
the understanding that adam and eve set the pattern for all to follow and that
through divine investiture adam had conferred upon him all essential keys titles
and dominions possessed by the father necessary for adam to perform his work
godheads
bailey adam 117 in adam arose to be clothd
clotha with the God
heads might
and majesty eliza draws a clear distinction between adam and the godhead
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snow the ultimatum of human life
eliza R snow to mrs
eilza
ellza
in snow poems 2194 italics in original
alizas
the lines are reminiscent of the well known couplet later formulated by elizas
brother lorenzo snow As man now is god once was As god now is man may
be lorenzos account of his gaining an understanding of the doctrine and discussing it with joseph smith and his sister is contained in lorenzo snow the
grand destiny of man deseret evening news july 20 1901
igo1 and leroi C snow
190
653 62
devotion to a divine inspiration improvement era 22 june 1919 65362
snow to mrs
italics in original
R snow nationality deseret news june 25 1856 millennial star
eilza
ellza
eliza
elizar
18 september 13 1856 591 snow poems 239 holograph dated february 27
snow journal and notebook 1842
1882 LDS church archives
18421882
1855 in eliza R snowjournal
original address delivered by eliza R snow jan 9 1855 at a social
party in lorenzo snows hall deseret news january 18
1855 millennial star 17
181855
may 19 1855 320 holograph in eliza R snow journal and notebook 1842
1882 LDS church archives
83 snow
how great the wisdom and the love hymns of the church of
ofjesus christ
jesus christ oflatter
of latter day saints 1985 salt lake city the church ofjesus
of latter day saints 1985 195 how great the wisdom and the love first
appeared in the hymnal in 1871
lehi ward utah stake relief society minutes 1868 1879 october 27
lehl
1869 LDS church archives
provo second ward utah stake relief society minutes 1869
1882 min18691882
utes of a special meeting of the female relief societies of provo held at the meeting house september 1869 eliza R snow presiding LDS church archives
an address by miss eliza R snow
14th 1873 reported by
august l4th
lath
comans exponents
exponent72 september 15 1873 62 63
james taylor womans
exponent7
87 87diaries
mary
ofmaryannbumham
mars ann burnham freeze march 991883
1883 holograph in special
diaries of
collections and manuscripts harold B lee library brigham young university
provo utah
comans exponent 3 july 15
eliza R snow position and duties womans
eilza
ellza
1

115
815

1874

28

19aibanese
albanese mormonism and the male female god 57 herren lindsey
Alb aneses thesis they consider the range of functions the
and mason reject albaneses
albanenses
and
mother in heaven doctrine fulfills from theological sociopsychological
socio
psychological
sociopolitical perspectives and they claim that the concept reinforces the patriarchal authority among latter day saints which provides for an extreme separation or division of labor between men and women heeren lindsey and mason
40799 their interpretation might
the mormon concept of mother in heaven 407
be used to explain the allegiance of eliza R snow to priesthood principles and
leaders and to plural marriage but albanese comes closer to capturing the
essence of eliza snows spiritual power
on the other hand the present article makes clear that eliza R snows
understanding of mother in heaven combined with other factors such as her
close relationships with joseph smith and brigham young her role and renown
as a poet and her spiritual gifts and ministry in the temple this combination
not simply her understanding of mother in heaven is what shaped her extraordinary leadership As linda mercadante concludes from her case study of the
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shakers formalized changes in religious imagery are not adequate alone to
powerfully and directly shape changes in experience imagery must emerge
from confirm and relate to changes in experience and be encouraged and
reinforced by changes in social structure mercadante gender doctrine

and god 155
91for
for snows account of her labors see sketch of my life

see also
beecher the eliza enigma and maureen ursenbach beecher the leading sisters A female hierarchy in nineteenth century mormon society journal of
mormon history 9 1982 25
39 and derr cannon and beecher women
2539
83 126
of covenant 83126
91snow
snow nauvoo journal and notebook in personal writings of eliza
roxcy snow 90
92
emmeline B wells quest and message E R snows anniversary in
and ed rev salt lake city deseret
emmeline B wells musings and memories 2nd
news 1915 323 for information on women as prophetesses
prophet esses see david R
seely prophecy in encyclopedia of mormonism 31160 62 daniel H ludlow 1 I have a question could you explain the meaning and use of the term
prophetessas
As its used in the bible ensign 10 december 1980 3132
Prophe tessAs
prophetess
31 32 dean
sorensen 1 I have a question Is the gift of prophecy limited to those whom we
revelators ensign 20 april 1990 5354
sustain As prophets seers and revelatory
53 54
93
spencer W kimball the true way of life and salvation ensign 8 may
balTs
1978 6 the passage containing president Kim
kimbalts
kimballs
bails response to elizas
balis
bairs
baits
balls
alizas hymn
states
when we sing that doctrinal hymn and anthem of affection 0 my
father we get a sense of the ultimate in maternal modesty of the
restrained queenly elegance of our heavenly mother and knowing
how profoundly our mortal mothers have shaped us here do we
suppose her influence on us as individuals to be less if we live so as
to return there
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